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We develop a continuous time random walk (CTRW) approach for the evolution of Lagrangian
velocities in steady heterogeneous flows based on a stochastic relaxation process for the streamwise
particle velocities. This approach describes persistence of velocities over a characteristic spatial
scale, unlike classical random walk methods, which model persistence over a characteristic time
scale. We first establish the relation between Eulerian and Lagrangian velocities for both equidistant
and isochrone sampling along streamlines, under transient and stationary conditions. Based on
this, we develop a space continuous CTRW approach for the spatial and temporal dynamics of
Lagrangian velocities. While classical CTRW formulations have non-stationary Lagrangian velocity
statistics, the proposed approach quantifies the evolution of the Lagrangian velocity statistics under
both stationary and non-stationary conditions. We provide explicit expressions for the Lagrangian
velocity statistics, and determine the behaviors of the mean particle velocity, velocity covariance and
particle dispersion. We find strong Lagrangian correlation and anomalous dispersion for velocity
distributions which are tailed toward low velocities as well as marked differences depending on
the initial conditions. The developed CTRW approach predicts the Lagrangian particle dynamics
from an arbitrary initial condition based on the Eulerian velocity distribution and a characteristic
correlation scale.
I.

INTRODUCTION

The dynamics of Lagrangian velocities in fluid flows are
fundamental for the understanding of tracer dispersion,
anomalous transport behaviors, but also pair-dispersion
and intermittent particle velocity and acceleration time
series, as well as fluid stretching and mixing. A classical
stochastic view-point on particle velocities in heterogeneous flows is their representation in terms of Langevin
models for the particle velocities [1], which accounts for
temporal persistence, and the random nature of velocity
through a Gaussian white noise. Such approaches assume
that velocity time series form a Markov process when
measured isochronically along a particle trajectory [2].
The observation of intermittency in Lagrangian velocity and acceleration time series in steady heterogeneous flow [3–5] questions the assumptions that underly
the representation of Lagrangian velocity in terms of a
classical random walk. Observed intermittency patterns
manifest themselves in long episodes of low velocities
and relatively short episodes of high velocity. This indicates an organizational principle of Lagrangian velocities that is different from the one implied in a temporal Markov processes, which assumes that velocities are
persistent for a constant time interval of characteristic
duration τc . Observed intermittency for flow through
disordered media [3–5] suggests that particle velocities
are persistent along a characteristic length scale `c along
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streamlines. Approaches that model particle velocities as
Markov processes in space, assign to particle transitions a
random transition time, which is given kinematically by
the transition distance divided by the transition velocity. Thus, such approaches are termed continuous time
random walks (CTRW) [6–9]. They are different from
classical random walk approaches, which employ a constant discrete transition time.
Particle motion and particle dispersion have been
shown to follow CTRW dynamics for flow through pore
and Darcy-scale heterogeneous porous and fractured media [10–17], as well as turbulent flows [18, 19]. While
CTRW provides an efficient framework for the quantification of anomalous dispersion and intermittency in heterogeneous flows, some key questions remain open regarding the relation of particle velocities and Eulerian
flow statistics, and the stationarity of Lagrangian velocity statistics.
In classical CTRW formulations, particle velocities are
non-stationary. This means, for example that the velocity mean and covariance evolve in time. This property
is termed aging [20]. However, for steady divergencefree random flows, such as flow through porous media,
it has been found that particle velocities may in fact be
stationary [21]; specifically the Lagrangian mean velocity may be independent of time. Furthermore, it has
been found for flow through random fracture networks
that the Lagrangian velocity statistics depends on the
initial particle distribution [22–24]. Hence, in general,
Lagrangian velocities are expected to evolve from an arbitrary initial distribution toward an asymptotic stationary distribution. Quantifying this property, which is not
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described in current CTRW frameworks, is critical for
upscaling transport dynamics through disordered media,
whose transport properties are sensitive to the initial velocity distribution.
In this paper, we study the evolution of Lagrangian
velocities and their relation with the Eulerian velocity
statistics. To this end, we discuss in the following section the concepts of Lagrangian velocities determined
isochronically and equidistantly along streamlines and
their relation to the Eulerian velocity. Furthermore, we
recall some fundamental properties that elucidate the
conditions under which they are transient or stationary.
In Section III, we derive the Lagrangian velocity statistics in the classical CTRW and develops a Markov-chain
CTRW approach that models the evolution of equidistant streamwise Lagrangian velocities as a stochastic relaxation process. In this framework, we derive explicit
expressions for the one and two-point statistics of Lagrangian velocities, and analyze the evolution of the
mean particle velocity, its covariance as well as particle
dispersion in Section IV.
II.

LAGRANGIAN VELOCITIES

We consider purely advective transport in a heterogeneous stationary velocity field u(x). Particle trajectories
are described by the advection equation
dx(t, a)
= v(t, a),
dt

(1)

where v(t, a) = u[x(t, a)] denotes the Lagrangian particle
velocity. The initial particle position is given by x(t =
0, a) = a. The particle motion can be described in terms
of the distance s(t, a) traveled along a trajectory, which
is given by
ds(t, a)
= vt (t, a),
dt

dt(s, a)
1
=
,
ds
vs (s, a)

(2)

We define the t-Lagrangian particle velocity as
vt (t, a) = |v(t, a)|, the s-Lagrangian velocity vs (s, a) =
vt [t(s, a), a]. The initial velocities are denoted by v0 (a) ≡
vt (t = 0, a) ≡ vs (s = 0, a).
The absolute Eulerian velocities are defined by ve (x) =
|u(x)|. Their probability density function (PDF) is defined through spatial sampling as
Z
1
pe (v) = lim
dxδ[v − ve (x)],
(3)
V →∞ V
Ω

where Ω is the sampling domain and V its volume. We
assume here Eulerian ergodicity, this means that spatial
sampling is equal to ensemble sampling such that
pe (v) = δ[v − ve (x)],

(4)

where the overbar denotes the ensemble average. In the
following, we discuss the t-Lagrangian velocities vt (t, a),

which are sampled isochronally along particle trajectories, and the s-Lagrangian velocities vs (s, a), which are
sampled equidistantly along particle trajectories. Here
and in the following, we assume both Eulerian and Lagrangian ergodicity. As outlined below, Lagrangian ergodicity implies that the statistics of particle velocities
vt (t, a) sampled in time along a trajectory coincide with
the statistics obtained by sampling between particles.

A.

Steady Lagrangian Velocity Distributions

The PDF of the t-Lagrangian velocity is defined by
isochrone sampling along a particle trajectory as
ZT

1
pt (v, a) = lim
T →∞ T

dtδ [v − vt (t, a)] ,

(5)

0

Under Lagrangian ergodic conditions, it is independent
of the initial particle position a and equal to the average
over an ensemble of particles
Z
1
pt (v) = lim
daδ[v − vt (t, a)].
(6)
V0 →∞ V0
Ω0

The latter is equal to the Eulerian velocity PDF due to
volume conservation,
Z
1
dxδ[v − ve (x)] ≡ pe (v), (7)
pt (v) = lim
V0 →∞ V0
Ω(t)

which can be seen by performing a change of variables
according to the flow map a → x(t, a) and recalling that
the Jacobian is one due to the incompressibility of the
flow field.
The PDF of the s-Lagrangian velocity is defined in
analogy to (5) by equidistant sampling along a particle
trajectory as
1
ps (v, a) = lim
L→∞ L

ZL
dsδ[v − vs (s, a)].

(8)

0

Changing variables under the integral according to the
kinematic relationship (2) between t and s gives immediately
ps (v, a) =

vpt (v, a)
,
hvt i

(9)

this means the s-Lagrangian velocity PDF is equal to
the flux weighted t-Lagrangian velocity PDF. This can
also be understood intuitively by the fact that isochrone
sampling as expressed through pt (v) gives a higher weight
to low velocities because particles spend more time at low
velocities, while equidistant sampling assigns the same
weight to high and low velocities.
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Under conditions of Lagrangian ergodicity, we thus
have that (i) ps (v, a) = ps (v) is independent of the particle trajectory and equal to the average over an ensemble
of particles and (ii) that the s-Lagrangian velocity PDF is
related to the Eulerian velocity PDF through flux weighting as
ps (v) =

vpe (v)
.
hve i

(10)

The latter establishes the relation between s-Lagrangian
and Eulerian velocity distributions.
B.

Transient Lagrangian Velocity Distributions

In the previous sections, we considered the PDFs of tand s-Lagrangian velocities under stationary conditions.
Here we focus on their transient counterparts, which are
defined through a spatial average over an arbitrary normalized initial particle distribution ρ(a).
The PDF of t-Lagrangian velocities then is defined by
Z
p̂t (v, t) = daρ(a)δ[v − vt (t, a)].
(11)
Its temporal average is given by
1
lim
T →∞ T

ZT
dtp̂t (v, t) = pt (v) = pe (v),

(12)

0

and thus its steady state PDF is of course given by the
Eulerian velocity PDF. In analogy, we consider the PDF
of s-Lagrangian velocities for an arbitrary initial PDF
Z
p̂s (v, s) = daρ(a)δ[v − vs (s, a)].
(13)
Its average along a streamline is given by
lim

L→∞

1
L

ZL
dsp̂t (v, s) = ps (v) =

vpe (v)
.
hve i

(14)

0

The initial conditions for both the t-Lagrangian and sLagrangian velocity PDFs are identical,
p̂(v, s = 0) = p̂(v, t = 0) = p0 (v)

(15)

Thus, as their respective steady state PDFs are different,
either one or both of them need to evolve, depending on
whether the initial PDF is the flux weighted Eulerian
PDF, (the steady state PDF for p̂s (v, s)), the Eulerian
PDF (the steady state PDF for p̂t (v, t)), or neither of the
two.
The initial velocity PDF depends on the particle injection mode. For example, a uniform in space particle injection corresponds here to an initial velocity PDF equal
to the Eulerian PDF,
Z
1
p0 (v) = lim
daδ[v − v0 (a)] ≡ pe (v)
(16)
V0 →∞ V0
Ω0

because of Eulerian ergodicity. As this initial distribution
is equal to the asymptotic steady t-Lagrangian velocity
distribution, the p̂t (v, t) = pe (v) is independent of time
for this initial injection condition, while the p̂s (v) evolves
with distance from the injection.
A flux weighted particle injection mode corresponds to
an initial velocity PDF equal to the flux weighted Eulerian PDF
Z
v0 (a)
vpe (v)
1
da
p0 (v) = lim
δ[v − v0 (a)] ≡
(17)
V0 →∞ V0
hve i
hve i
Ω0

again because of Eulerian ergodicity. As this initial distribution is equal to the asymptotic steady s-Lagrangian
velocity distribution, p̂s (v, s) ≡ ps (v) is independent of s
for this initial injection condition, while p̂t (v, t) evolves
with time.
A point-like injection at the initial position x(t =
0|a) = a corresponds to the delta initial PDF
p0 (v) = δ[v − v0 (a)].

(18)

For this initial condition, both the t-Lagrangian and sLagrangian velocities are unsteady.
The evolution of Lagrangian velocities may be very
slow and thus have a strong impact on the transport dynamics. This is the case in particular for heavy-tailed
(towards low velocities) velocity distributions that induce
long-range temporal correlations of particle velocities. In
the following, we study the quantification of the evolution of the Lagrangian velocity PDFs in a Markov model
in s, this means distance along streamline.

C.

Lagrangian Velocity Series

We have established that the Lagrangian velocity
PDFs evolve with travel time or travel distance along
a streamline, unless the initial velocity distribution coincides with the respective steady state PDF. In order to
quantify this evolution, we need to model the Lagrangian
velocity series. As mentioned in the Introduction, a classical approach is to model the t-Lagrangian velocity as a
Markov process, based on the assumption, or observation
that velocities decorrelate on a characteristic time scale
τc . Thus, the equations of motion (2) may be discretized
isochronically as
tn+1 = tn + ∆t,

s(tn+1 ) = s(tn ) + vt (tn )∆t.

(19)

Velocity time series have been modeled by Langevin
equations of the type [1]
s
∆t
2σv2 ∆t
ṽt (tn+1 ) = ṽt (tn ) −
ṽt (tn ) +
ξ(tn ), (20)
τc
τc
which describes an Ornstein-Uhlenbeck process for the
velocity fluctuation ṽt (tn ) = vt (tn )−hvt i. The noise ξ(tn )
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is Gaussian distributed with zero mean and unit variance. The steady state distribution pt (v) here is Gaussian with mean hvt i variance σv2 . Under stationary conditions, the velocity correlation is exponential with correlation time τc . Evidently, this modeling framework is
limited to Gaussian statistics and short range correlation
in time.
Here, we consider a different modeling approach. As
pointed out in the Introduction, there has been ample
evidence that particle motion in the flow through random porous and fractured media may be quantified by
a CTRW [9]. In fact, as a consequence of the existence of a spatial correlation length scale for, e.g., the
hydraulic conductivity or pore-structure, flow velocities
are expected to vary over a characteristic length scale
`c . This implies for t-Lagrangian velocities that a given
velocity vt persists for a duration of `c /vt , and specifically that small velocities are more strongly correlated in
time than high velocities [25, 26]. This characteristic can
explain intermittency in velocity and acceleration time
series [3–5]. The existence of a characteristic length scale
`c suggests discretizing the equations of motion (2) along
a particle trajectory equidistantly such that

sn+1 = sn + ∆s,

∆s
t(sn ) = t(sn ) +
.
vs (sn )

Independent s-Lagrangian Velocities

Particle motion along a particle trajectory is quantified
in the framework of a classical CTRW by the recursion
relations
sn+1 = sn + `c ,

tn+1 = tn + τn ,

(21)

CONTINUOUS TIME RANDOM WALK

We study now the evolution of space and time Lagrangian velocities in the CTRW framework. The classical approach assigns to each particle transition a transit time τ that is sampled at each step from its PDF
ψ(t). The transition times are related to the characteristic transition length `c and s-Lagrangian velocities vs
as τ = `c /vs . Thus, independence of subsequent transit times implies indepence of subsequent s-Lagrangian
velocities. In the following, we first consider the evolution of t-Lagrangian velocities in this classical CTRW
formulation. The velocity statistics turn out to be nonstationary at finite times. We then study a CTRW formulation that is based on a Markov process for the sLagrangian velocities that allows for an evolution of both
the s- and t-Lagrangian velocities.

(22)

where the transition length `c denotes a characteristic
length scale on which streamwise velocities vn ≡ vs (sn )
decorrelate. In this framework, the particle velocity is
constant between turning points. Thus, the transition
times τn = `c /vn are independent identically distributed
random variables. Their PDF is given by ψ(τ ). It is
related to the distributions of s-Lagrangian and Eulerian
velocities by
ψ(τ ) =

`c
`c τv
ps (`c /τ ) = 3 pe (`c /τ ),
τ2
τ

(23)

where we defined the advection time scale τv = `c /hve i.
Note that the mean transit time hτ i = τv is equal to the
characteristic advection time.
In this framework, the t-Lagragian velocity is given by
vt (t) = vnt ,

Here, the s-Lagrangian velocity series vs (sn ) is modeled
as Markov process, which renders the equations of motion (21) a CTRW. In the following, we analyze the evolution of the Lagrangian velocity statistics in the setup
of a classical CTRW characterized by independent sLagrangian velocities, and a CTRW in which the velocity
series is modeled as a Markov process through a stochastic relaxation.

III.

A.

(24)

where the renewal process nt = sup(n|tn ≤ t) denotes
the number of steps needed to arrive at time t. The PDF
of the t-Lagrangian velocity is given by
p̂t (v, t) = hδ[v − vnt ]i.

(25)

This expression can be expanded as
`Zc /v

dzR(t − z),

p̂t (v, t) = ps (v)

(26)

0

for t > `c /v and p̂t (v, t) = ps (v) for 0 < t ≤ `c /v; R(t)
is the probability per time that a particle arrives at a
turning point at time t, see Appendix A. Thus, the tLagrangian velocity PDF is determined by the sampling
of the steady s-Lagrangian PDF ps (v) between turning
points. The right side of (26) expresses the probability
ps (v) of encountering velocity v at a turning point times
the probability that the particle has arrived within an
interval of length `c /v before the observation time. The
arrival time frequency R(t) at a turning point satisfies
the Kolmogorov-type equation
Zt
R(t) = δ(t) +

dt0 R(t0 )ψ(t − t0 ).

(27)

0

The probability per time to just arrive at a turning point
is equal to the probability to be at a turning point at
any time t0 times the probability to make a transition of
duration t − t0 to arrive at the next turning point. The
t-Lagrangian velocity PDF (26) is non-stationary.
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From (27), the Laplace space solution for R∗ (λ) is
R∗ (λ) =

1
.
1 − ψ ∗ (λ)

(28)

ψ(v, t − t0 , ∆s|v 0 ) = r(v, s|v 0 )δ(t − t0 − ∆s/v 0 ).

∗

In the limit λτv  1, it can be approximated by R (λ) =
(λτv )−1 + . . . and therefore for t  τv , we approximate
R(t) = τv−1 +. . . . Thus, in the limit in the limit of t  τv ,
we obtain from (26)
p̂t (v, t) = pe (v) + . . . .

p̂t (v, t; v 0 , t0 ) = ps (v 0 )×
0
`Z
c /v

0

where t > t0 , see Appendix A. It is non-stationary as
indicated by its explicit dependence on t0 . Again, in the
limit t, t0  τv , we approximate
p̂t (v, t; v 0 , t0 ) = pe (v 0 )p̂(v, t − t0 ).

(31)

It is therefore asymptotically stationary.
In summary, the classical CTRW describes the evolution of the t-Lagrangian velocity PDF from the flux
weighted Eulerian to the Eulerian velocity PDF. The tLagrangian velocities are non-stationary [27]. This property is also called aging in the literature [20]. In the
following, we analyze a CTRW formulation that allows
for stationary t-Lagrangian statistics and accounts for
the evolutions of the t- and s-Lagrangian velocity PDFs
from any initial distribution.
B.

Markov Process of s-Lagrangian Velocities

In order to introduce correlations between subsequent
particle velocities, and thus quantify the evolution of Lagrangian velocity statistics, we describe the velocity series vs (s) measured equidistantly along a streamline as a
Markov process [2, 13, 15, 28]. The evolution of the sLagrangian velocity PDF is now given by the ChapmanKolmogorov equation
Z∞
p̂s (v, s + ∆s) =

dv 0 r(v, ∆s|v 0 )p̂s (v 0 , s),

(32)

0

where we assume that the transition PDF r(v, s|v, s0 ) ≡
r(v, s − s0 |v 0 ) is stationary in s. The evolution of particle
time in this CTRW is given by
t(s + ∆s) = t(s) +

∆s
.
vs (s)

lim r(v, n∆s|v 0 ) = ps (v).

n→∞

(33a)

(33c)

The (spatial) convergence rate is given by the inverse of
the correlation distance `c along the streamline. We consider now a process that is uniquely characterized by the
steady state PDF ps (v) and the streamwise correlation
distance `c , and model the s-Lagrangian velocity series
by the stochastic relaxation process
vs (s + ∆s) = [1 − ξ(s)]v(s) + ξ(s)ν(s).

(30)

(33b)

Note that a Markov-chain may be characterized by the
convergence rate of the transition PDF r(v, n∆s|v 0 ) toward its steady state, which here is given by

(29)

Thus asymptotically, p̂t (v, t) converges toward the Eulerian velocity PDF pe (v).
Similarly, we obtain for the two-point PDF of the tLagrangian velocity the equation

dz 0 p̂(v, t − t0 + z 0 )R(t0 − z 0 ),

The joint Markov process [vs (s), t(s)] of streamwise velocity and time is characterized by the joint transition
density

(33d)

The random velocities ν(s) are identical independently
distributed according to the steady s-Lagrangian velocity PDF ps (ν). The ξ(s) are identical independently
distributed Bernoulli variables that take the value 1
with probability 1 − exp(−∆s/`c ) and 0 with probability
exp(−∆s/`c ). Thus, its PDF is
pξ (ξ) = exp(−∆s/`c )δ(ξ)
+ [1 − exp(−∆s/`c )]δ(ξ − 1).

(33e)

The initial velocity distribution is given by p0 (v). The
transition probability r(v, s|v 0 ) for the process (33d) is
given by
r(v, s|v 0 ) = exp(−s/`c )δ(v − v 0 )
+ [1 − exp(−s/`c )]ps (v).

(33f)

The velocity process is fully defined by the transition
PDF (33f) and the PDF p0 (v) of initial velocities.
1.

Space-Lagrangian Velocity Statistics

Using the explicit expression (33f) in (32) and performing the continuum limit ∆s → 0, we obtain the following
Master equation for the streamwise evolution of p̂s (v, s),
∂ p̂s (v, s)
= `−1
c [ps (v) − p̂s (v, s)]
∂s

(34)

subject to the initial condition p̂s (v, s = 0) = p0 (v). Its
solution
p̂s (v, s) = ps (v) + exp(−s/`c ) [p0 (v) − ps (v)]

(35)

converges exponentially from p0 (v) toward the steady
state distribution ps (v), and for p0 (v) = ps (v) it is stationary. The mean s-Lagrangian velocity is defined by
Z∞
hvs (s)i =

dvv p̂s (v, s),
0

(36)
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and from (35) we obtain the explicit expression
hvs (s)i = hvs i + exp(−s/`c ) [hv0 i − hvs i] ,

(37)

Under stationary conditions, this means for v0 = vs , it is
constant equal to hvs i.
The velocity covariance is then defined by
Cs (s, s0 ) = hvs (s)vs (s0 )i − hvs (s)ihvs (s0 )i,

(38)

0

(39)

0

for s > s0 . Using (34) and (33f), we obtain for s > s0 the
explicit expression
2

Cs (s, s0 ) = (hv0 i − hvs i) exp(−s/`c ) [1 − exp(−s0 /`c )]

+ σv2s exp[−(s − s0 )/`c ] + σv20 − σv2s exp(−s/`c ). (40)
For stationary initial velocities v0 = vs , it reduces to
Cs (s, s0 ) ≡ Cs (s − s0 ) = σv2s exp[−(s − s0 )/`c ].
2.

Time-Lagrangian Velocity Statistics

Here we quantify the temporal evolution of the Lagrangian velocity distribution. The existence of a spatial
correlation length entails short range correlation in space
and long range correlation in time for the Lagrangian velocities, which we quantify in the following.
In the continuum limit of ∆s → 0, the time process (33a) becomes
1
dt(s)
=
.
ds
vs (s)

(41)

The conjugate process s(t), which is the distance traveled
along the streamline until time t is defined by s(t) =
sup{s|t(s) ≤ t}. The t-Lagragian velocities vt (t) are now
given in terms of vs (s) as
vt (t) = vs [s(t)],
a. One-Point Statistics
locity PDF reads now as

R(v, t, s) = hδ[v − v(s)]δ[t − t(s)]i.

(42)

0

Inserting (33b) and (33f) into the right side of (46) and
taking the limit ∆s → 0 gives the Master equation (see
Appendix B)
∂R(v, t, s)
−1 ∂R(v, t, s)
= −`−1
c R(v, t, s) − v
∂s
∂t
Z∞
+ `−1
dv 0 R(v 0 , t, s),
(47)
c ps (v)
0

with the initial condition R(v, t, s = 0) = p0 (v)δ(t). Integrating this equation over s according to (44) gives for the
t-Lagrangian velocity PDF the integro-differential equation
∂ p̂t (v, t)
v
= − p̂t (v, t) + ps (v)
∂t
`c

Z∞
p̂(v, t) =

dsv
0

−1

R(v, t, s),

dv 0

v0
p̂t (v 0 , t)
`c

(48)

with the initial condition p̂(v, t = 0) = p0 (v). Its solution
in Laplace space is given by (see Appendix B)
p̂∗t (v, λ) = p0 (v)g0∗ (v, λ)
v pe (v)g0∗ (v, λ)ψ0∗ (λ)
,
+
hve i
1 − ψs∗ (λ)

(49)

where we defined the propagator
g0 (v, t) = exp(−tv/`c ),

(50)

whose Laplace transform is given by g0∗ (v, λ) = (λ +
v/`c )−1 . We define the transit time distributions ψ0 (t),
ψs (t), and ψe (t) through
τv−1

(43)

(44)

Z∞
0

ψi (t) =
Using the properties of the Dirac-delta, we can expand
this equation into

(46)

0

Thus, the t-Lagrangian ve-

p̂t (v, t) = hδ (v − vs [s(t)])i.

(45)

Note that R(v, t, s) is the density of the joint Markov process (33) for [vs (s), t(s)]. Thus, it satisfies the ChapmanKolmogorov equation
R(v, t, s + ∆s) =
Z∞
Zt
dv 0 dzψ(v, t − z, ∆s|v 0 )R(v 0 , z, s).

where the velocity cross-moment is
hvs (s)vs (s0 )i =
Z∞ Z∞
dv dv 0 vv 0 r(v, s − s0 |v 0 )ps (v 0 , s0 ),

where we defined the probability density R(v, t, s) that a
particle has the velocity v and the time t at a distance s
along the trajectory as

Z∞
dvg0 (v, t)

vpi (v)
hve i

(51)

0

with i = 0, s, e. Note that its initial value is ψi (t = 0) =
hvi i/`s . Its Laplace transform is given by
ψi∗ (λ)

=

τv−1

Z∞
dv
0

vpi (v)
.
(λ + v/`c )hve i

(52)
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It can be seen from (49) that p̂(v, t) is steady for the initial condition p0 (v) = pe (v) and is unsteady for any other
initial condition by noting that 1 − ψs∗ (λ) = λτv ψe∗ (λ).
Expression
(49) quantifies the evolution of the
t-Lagrangian velocity distribution through potentially
long-range temporal correlations reflected by the transit time distributions (51). Note that the transition time
PDFs (51) are different from definition (23) for the classical s–discrete CTRW framework discussed in Section
III A.
b. Two-Point Statistics The two-point velocity density is defined here by
p̂(v, t; v 0 , t0 ) = hδ(v − v[s(t)])δ(v 0 − v[s(t0 )])i.

(53)

Along the same lines as above, we derive by using the
properties of the Dirac-delta
0

Z∞

0

p̂(v, t; v , t ) =

Z∞
ds

0
0−1

×v

0 −1

ds v

0

0

0

R(v, t − t , s − s |v )

0

R(v 0 , t0 , s0 ).

(54)

The conditional PDF R(v, t − t0 , s − s0 |v 0 ) describes the
joint distribution of [vs (s), t(s)] conditional to vs (s0 ) = v 0
and t(s0 ) = t0 . It satisfies the Master equation (47) with
the initial condition R(v, t, s = 0|v 0 ) = δ(v − v 0 )δ(t).
Note that R(v, t − t0 , s − s0 |v 0 ) is stationary in t and s
due to the stationarity of the velocity and time processes
as expressed by the transition PDF (33b). Using definition (44), we can now write (54) as
p̂(v, t; v 0 , t0 ) = p̂(v, t − t0 |v 0 )p̂t (v 0 , t0 ).

(55)

where we defined
0

p̂(v, t|v ) = v

−1

Z∞

IV.

VELOCITY MEAN, COVARIANCE AND
DISPERSION

We study here the t-Lagrangian mean velocity, its covariance and the particle dispersion for the CTRW model
presented in Section III B. We investigate these quantities for the following Γ–distribution of Eulerian velocities
pe (v) =

(v/v0 )α−1 exp(−v/v0 )
v0 Γ(α)

for α > 0, which provides a parametric model for the low
end of Eulerian velocity distributions in porous media
both on the pore and on the Darcy scale [5, 9]. As initial
conditions we consider either the Eulerian (59) or steady
s-Lagrangian velocity PDF (10), which is obtained from
the Eulerian velocity PDF through flux weighting
ps (v) =

(v/v0 )α exp(−v/v0 )
.
v0 Γ(α + 1)

dsR(v, t, s|v ).

(56)

0

It satisfies the integro-differential equation (48) for the
initial condition p̂(v, t = 0|v 0 ) = δ(v − v 0 ). Its Laplace
space solution is obtained from (49) by setting p0 (v) =
δ(v − v 0 ) as
p̂∗t (v, λ|v 0 ) = g0∗ (v, λ)δ(v − v 0 )
vv 0 pe (v)g0∗ (v, λ)g0∗ (v 0 , λ)
,
+
hve i2 τc
1 − ψs∗ (λ)

(60)

Note that the Eulerian and flux-weighted mean and mean
square velocities are
hve i = αv0 ,

hve2 i = α(α + 1)v02

(61)

hvs i = v0 (α + 1),

hvs2 i

(62)

=

v02 (α

+ 1)(α + 2).

Inserting (59) into (51), we obtain for the transit time
distribution ψe (t)
ψe (t) =

α
.
τ0 (1 + t/τ0 )1+α

(63)

where τ0 = `c /v0 . For the transit time distribution ψs (t),
we obtain analogously
ψs (t) =

0

(59)

α+1
.
τ0 (1 + t/τ0 )2+α

(64)

The Laplace transforms of ψe (t) and ψs (t) can be expanded by using Tauberian theorems. For 0 < α < 1,
ψe∗ (λ) is
ψe∗ (λ) = 1 − aα (λτ0 )α ,

(65)

where aα = Γ(1 − α). For α = 1, we have
ψe∗ (λ) = 1 + λτ0 ln(λτ0 ).
(57)

where we note that here ψ0∗ (λ) = g0∗ (v 0 , λ)v 0 /`c . Recall
that the one-point PDF p̂(v, t) is stationary and equal to
pe (v) for the initial condition p0 (v) = pe (v). Under these
conditions, the two-point density (55) is then
p̂(v, t; v 0 , t0 ) ≡ p̂(v, t − t0 , v 0 ) = p̂(v, t − t0 |v 0 )pe (v 0 ), (58)
and so is stationary. In the following, we determine the
mean and covariance of the t-Lagrangian velocities as
well as the corresponding particle dispersion.

(66)

In the range 0 < α < 1, we obtain for ψs∗ (λ) the expansion
ψs∗ (λ) = 1 − λτv + bα (λτ0 )1+α ,

(67)

where τv = `c /(αv0 ) and bα = Γ(2 − α). For α = 1, one
obtains
ψs∗ (λ) = 1 − λτ0 − (λτ0 )2 ln(λτ0 ).

(68)

Note that the case α = 1 corresponds to an exponential
distribution of Eulerian velocities.
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mean velocity

A.

Mean Velocity

The mean particle velocity is equal to the one-point
t-Lagrangian velocity moment

100

Z∞
m1 (t) =

dvv p̂t (v, t).

(70)

0

Using (49), we obtain for the Laplace transform of m1 (t)

10-1 -4 -3 -2 -1 0
10 10 10 10 10 101 102 103 104 105
t/τ0

m∗1 (λ) = `c ψ0∗ (λ) +

Z∞
dv
0

v 2 pe (v)g0∗ (v, λ)ψ0∗ (λ)
. (71)
hve i
1 − ψs∗ (λ)

mean velocity

For the stationary initial conditions, p0 (v) = pe (v), the
particle velocity is constant, m1 (t) = hve i and equal to
the mean Eulerian velocity.
For the non-stationary initial conditions p0 (v) = ps (v)
we obtain at short times t  τv
m1 (t) = `c ψs (t).

This means it decreases from its initial value hvs i as ψs (t).
For times t  τv and 0 < α < 1, we use the expansion (67) in (71), which gives in leading order

0

10

10-3

10-2

10-1

100
t/τ0

101

102

103

m∗1 (λ) =
Figure 1. Evolution of the mean velocity under stationary
and non-stationary conditions for (circles) p0 (v) = pe (v) and
(triangles) p0 (v) = ps (v) for (top panel) α = 1/4 and (bottom
panel) α = 3/2. The dashed line in the top panel indicates
the asymptotic behavior (75). The dash-dotted lines indicate
the average stationary s-Lagrangian and Eulerian velocities.
The numerical random walk simulation to produce these data
are based on (33) for ∆s = 10−2 `c for 105 particles.

For α > 1, both the first and second moments of ψs (t)
exist, such that ψs∗ (λ) can be expanded as

ψs∗ (λ) = 1 − λτv +

hτs2 i 2
λ .
2

(72)

hve i hve iτ0 bα
+
(λτ0 )α−1 .
λ
b1

(73)

hve i
− `c ln(λτ0 ).
λ

(74)

For α = 1 we obtain
m∗1 (λ) =

Thus, the long-time behavior of m1 (t) for 0 < α ≤ 1 is
m1 (t) = hve i + chve i(t/τ0 )−α ,

where we defined c = bα /[Γ(1 − α)b1 ] for 0 < α < 1
and c = 1 for α = 1. This means, the mean velocity
converges as a power-law toward its asymptotic value,
which is given by the Eulerian mean velocity.
For α > 1, we use (69) in order to obtain in leading
order for λ  τ0

(69)

In the following, we will discuss the mean t-Lagrangian
velocity, the velocity covariance and particle dispersion.
We present general Laplace space expressions based on
the explicit expressions for the one- and two point velocity PDFs derived in Section III B 2, and study their
temporal behavior for the Eulerian velocity PDF given
by the Γ–distribution (59). To this end, we perform
random walk particle tracking simulations based on (33)
and derive explicit expressions for the early and late time
behaviors using the expansions (67)–(69) of the Laplace
transform of the streamwise transition time PDF ψs (t).

(75)

m∗1 (λ) =

hve i
hτ 2 i
+ `c + hve i s .
λ
2τv

This means, for t  τv , m1 (t) can be written as


hτs2 i
m1 (t) = hve i + `c + hve i
δ(t).
2τv

(76)

(77)

Note that the Dirac-delta indicates that the convergence
toward its asymptotic value is faster than 1/t. These behaviors are illustrated in Figure 1, which shows the evolution of the t-Lagrangian mean velocity with time under
Eulerian and flux-weighted Eulerian initial conditions for
α = 1/4 and α = 3/2.
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that m1 (t|v 0 ) is independent of v 0 . Using (75) in (80), we
obtain


chve iτ0α
m1 (t0 ).
(83)
m2 (t, t0 ) = hve i +
(t − t0 )α

velocity covariance

100

10-1

Under stationary conditions, p0 (v) = pe (v), m1 (t) = hve i
and m2 (t, t0 ) ≡ m2 (t − t0 ), hence

10-2

m2 (t − t0 ) = hve i2 +
10-3 -3
10 10-2 10-1 100 101 102 103 104 105
t/τ0

Figure 2. Covariance of the t-Lagrangian velocity under the
stationary condition p0 (v) = pe (v) for α = 1/4. The dashed
line indicates the asymptotic behavior (85). The dash-dotted
lines indicates the velocity variance. The numerical random
walk simulation to produce these data are based on (33) for
∆s = 10−2 `c for 105 particles.

m2 (t, t0 ) = m1 (t − t0 )m1 (t0 ).

(78)

m2 (t, t0 ) =

dv
0

m1 (λ|v 0 ) =
dv 0 vv 0 p̂t (v, t; v 0 , t0 ),

(79)

0

which can be written in terms of (55) for the two-point
velocity PDF as
m2 (t, t0 ) =

Z∞

dv 0 m1 (t − t0 |v 0 )v 0 p̂t (v 0 , t0 ),

(80)

0

where we defined the conditional velocity moment as
0

Z∞

m1 (t|v ) =

dvv p̂t (v, t|v 0 ).

(81)

0

The Laplace transform of (81) is then obtained from (57)
as
m∗1 (λ|v 0 ) = v 0 g0∗ (v 0 , λ)
Z∞
v 2 v 0 pe (v)g0∗ (v, λ)g0∗ (v 0 , λ)
.
+ dv
hve i2 τv
1 − ψs∗ (λ)

(86)

hve i hve ihτs2 i hv2 i`c
+
.
−
λ
2τv
v0

Thus, we obtain for m2 (t, t0 )


hve ihτs2 i
m2 (t, t0 ) = hve i +
δ(t − t0 ) m1 (t0 )
2τv
− `c hve iδ(t − t0 ).

0

We first consider the case 0 < α ≤ 1. For times t  τv ,
this means for λτv  1, we find by using (67) and (68)
in (82) that the leading order of m∗1 (λ|v 0 ) is given by (73)
for 0 < α < 1 and (74) for α = 1. Specifically, this implies

(88)

(89)

For t − t0  τv , we obtain for the covariance under both
stationary and non-stationary conditions the expression

 2
hτs i
−
1
δ(t − t0 ).
(90)
Ct (t − t0 ) = `c hve i
2τv2
Again note that the Dirac-delta indicates here that the
covariance decays faster than 1/t. These expression allow
studying the dynamics of dispersion as a function of the
Eulerian velocity distribution and the initial injection, as
discussed in the following.
C.

(82)

(87)

We now consider the case α > 1. For λτv  1, we
expand (82) by using (69) to leading order, which gives

where we defined the two-point velocity moment by
Z∞

(85)

This behavior is illustrated in Figure 2.
Under the non-stationary condition with p0 (v) =
ps (v), we use the fact that m1 (t|v 0 ) = m1 (t) in the limit
t  τv in order to write

Ct (t, t0 ) = m1 (t0 ) [m1 (t − t0 ) − m1 (t)] .

The t-Lagrangian velocity covariance is given by

Z∞

chve i2 τ0α
.
(t − t0 )α

Accordingly, we obtain for the covariance in the limit
(t − t0 )  τv

Velocity Covariance

Ct (t, t0 ) = m2 (t, t0 ) − m1 (t)m1 (t0 ),

(84)

Thus, the velocity covariance is stationary and behaves
for (t − t0 )  τv and 0 < α ≤ 1 as
Ct (t − t0 ) =

B.

chve i2 τ0α
.
(t − t0 )α

Dispersion

The time-dependent dispersion coefficient D(t) is obtained from the Green-Kubo relation [29] as the integral
of the t-Lagragian velocity correlation as
Zt
D(t) =
0

dt0 Ct (t, t0 ).

(91)
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We first consider the case 0 < α ≤ 1. Under stationary conditions, this means for p0 (v) = pe (v), we obtain
from (85) for t  τv and 0 < α < 1

dispersion coefficient

103
102
101

D(t) = hve i`c

100
10-1

(93)

Thus, the dispersion behavior is superdiffusive. In
the non-stationary case, for p0 (v) = ps (v), we obtain
from (87) and (75) at t  τv

10-2
10-3
10-4 -3
10 10-2 10-1 100 101 102 103 104 105
t/τ0

D(t) = hve i`c

cα2
(t/τ0 )1−α .
(1 − α)2

(94)

100

It grows asymptotically with the same power-law, but
slower then in the stationary case. Thus, while the
growth rate of particle dispersion is initially larger for
the non-stationary initial condition, asymptotically its
growth is slower than for the stationary initial velocity
PDF. For α = 1, we obtain for both stationary and nonstationary intial conditions the behavior

10-1

D(t) = hve i`c ln(t/τ0 ).

10-2

Figure 3 illustrates the evolution of D(t) for α = 1/4
and α = 1 under stationary and non-stationary initial
conditions. For times t  τv , we observe the ballistic behavior (92), which persists until particle velocities start
decorrelating from their initial velocity. Then an intermediate time regime develops which marks the cross-over
to the super-diffusive long-time behavior. In this regime,
the D(t) for the non-stationary initial velocity distribution grows slower than for stationary. The dispersion
behavior here is due to the fluctuations of fast velocities,
which have already decorrelated, and low velocity particles that persist in the ballistic mode. The stationary,
Eulerian initial distribution pe (v) has a stronger weight
on low velocities than the flux-weighted ps (v). Thus, dispersion for the former is higher in the intermediate time
regime than for the latter. The end of the intermediate regime is characterized by the decorrelation of most
particles from their initial velocities. In the long time
regime, we observe for 0 < α < 1 the power-law behaviors (93) and (94), for stationary and non-stationary initial conditions. The difference persists and the dispersion
coefficient for stationary initial conditions is larger than
for non-stationary. The power-law scalings (93) and (94)
are consistent with the ones observed in the CTRW for
uncorrelated particle velocities [30, 31]. For α = 1, we
observe the logarithmic behavior (95) for both stationary
and non-stationary initial conditions.
For α > 1, the dispersion coefficient converges for
t  τv both for stationary and non-stationary initial conditions towards the constant asymptotic long-time value
 2

hτs i
De = hve i`c
−
1
.
(96)
2τv2

103
dispersion coefficient

cα
(t/τ0 )1−α .
1−α

2

10

101

-3

10

10-3 10-2 10-1 100 101 102 103 104 105
t/τ0

Figure 3. Evolution of the dispersion coefficient under stationary and non-stationary conditions for (circles) p0 (v) = pe (v)
and (triangles) p0 (v) = ps (v) for (top panel) α = 1/4, (bottom panel) α = 1. The dashed lines indicate the ballistic
behaviors (92) at short times, dash-dotted lines the asymptotic power-law behaviors (93) and (94) for α = 1/4, and the
logarithmic behavior (95) for α = 1. The numerical random
walk simulation to produce these data are based on (33) for
∆s = 10−2 `c for 105 particles.

At time t  τv , particle velocities are strongly correlated. As a consequence, the dispersion coefficient grows
ballistically as
D(t) = h(v0 − hv0 i)2 it.

(92)

Thus, for the initial condition p0 (v) = ps (v) the ballistic
initial growth is faster than for the stationary condition
p0 (v) = pe (v), because the variance of the flux weighted
ps (v) is larger than the variance of the Eulerian pe (v).
For times t > τv , particle velocities decorrelate from their
initial values. High velocities decorrelate faster than low
velocities because the characteristic time at which a particle of velocity v makes a velocity transition is given
by `c /v. Thus, at time τv most of the particles with
v > hve i have experienced a velocity transition, which
particles with v < hve i persist in their initial velocities.
The dispersion coefficient D(t) then crosses over to its
asymptotic long time behavior, which we study in the
following.

(95)

Figure 4 illustrates the evolution of the dispersion coefficient toward the asymptotic value for α = 3/2. At

dispersion coefficient
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100
10-1
10-2
10-3 -3
10
10-2 10-1

100 101
t/τ0

102

103

104

Figure 4. Evolution of the dispersion coefficient for (circles) steady and (triangles) unsteady initial velocity PDFs
for α = 3/2. The dashed lines indicate the ballistic behaviors (92) at short times, dash-dotted lines the asymptotic long
time value (96). The numerical random walk simulation to
produce these data are based on (33) for ∆s = 10−2 `c with
105 particles.

short times t  τv , both dispersion coefficients evolve
ballistically, again, the one for the non-stationary initial
condition evolves faster. Then for t > τv , the dispersion
coefficient for stationary initial conditions grows faster
than for non-stationary. As pointed out above, the dispersion behavior is due to the fluctuations of decorrelated
fast velocities, and persistent low velocity. As the stationary, Eulerian initial velocity distribution gives a higher
probability to low velocities than the flux-weighted, the
contrast between particle positions increases faster. The
asymptotic regime is reached as the particle velocities
fully decorrelate from their initial values. For times
t  τv the dispersion coefficients for both stationary and
non-stationary initial conditions converge to the same
asymptotic long-time value (96).

V.

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

We develop a CTRW approach for the evolution of
Lagrangian velocities based on a Markov model for the
streamwise equidistant Lagrangian velocities in the form
of a stochastic relaxation process. The CTRW framework provides a natural formalism to quantify the impact of the persistence of particle velocities in space on
the Lagrangian velocity statistics in time. It has been
used to quantify intermittent particle velocities and accelerations for flow through pore- and Darcy-scale porous
media, in which flow velocities vary on a characteristic
length scale. The velocity statistics in CTRW formulations based on independent successive particle velocities
are in general non-stationary. This however, is not necessarily the case for particle motion through heterogeneous
flow fields. Specifically, under Eulerian and Lagrangian
ergodicity, the stationarity of the Lagrangian velocity se-

ries depends on the initial velocity distribution.
In order to shed light on these dynamics, we first discuss the relation between the Eulerian flow properties
and the t-Lagrangian and s-Lagrangian velocities. The tLagrangian velocities are defined as the particle velocities
sampled isochrone along a streamline, the s-Lagrangian
velocities accordingly through equidistant sampling. We
find that the PDFs of s- and t-Lagrangian velocities are
related through flux weighting. This can be understood
by the fact that isochrone sampling gives a higher weight
to low velocities because particles spend more time at low
velocities, while equidistant sampling assigns the same
weight to high and low velocities. Under Eulerian and Lagrangian ergodicity and for volume conserving flows, the
Eulerian velocity PDF is equal to the t-Lagrangian PDF.
This gives a direct relation between the s-Lagrangian velocity PDF, a transport property, to the Eulerian PDF,
a flow property, via flux weighting. We then show that
t-Lagrangian velocities are stationary if their initial distribution is equal to the Eulerian, while s-Lagrangian velocities are stationary if their initial distribution is given
by the flux-weighted Eulerian distribution.
Based on these considerations, we first analyze the tLagrangian velocity statistics in the s-discrete CTRW
characterized by independent velocities with a unique velocity distribution. In classical CTRW approaches, the
velocity statistics are in general non-stationary. Thus,
we introduce a CTRW that is defined through a Markovian velocity process, for which we use a stochastic relaxation relation that is characterized by the steady state
s-Lagrangian velocity PDF and the correlation length
along the streamlines. Based on this we define a CTRW
approach that models the evolution of Lagrangian velocities from arbitrary initial conditions and yields stationary
and non-stationary s- and t-Lagrangian velocity series.
Specifically, this CTRW is s-continuous, this means the
streamwise s-Lagrangian velocity is defined at any point
along the streamline and its distribution evolves continuously in s. We determine the evolution equations and
solutions for the Lagrangian one-and two-point statistics and discuss the evolution of the mean particle velocity, covariance and dispersion under stationary and
non-stationary initial conditions. We apply these results
to a Γ-distribution of Eulerian velocities, which serves as
a model for heavy-tailed flow-statistics through porous
media. The low-end of the velocity spectrum here scales
as pe (v) ∝ v α−1 . For 0 < α ≤ 1 we find strong velocity
correlations and anomalous dispersion, this means here a
power-law or logarithmic evolution of the dispersion coefficient with time, while for α > 1 it evolves toward a
constant. These behaviors are fully determined by the
Eulerian velocity PDF and the streamwise correlation
length. The asymptotic scalings for dispersion are similar
as the ones obtained in a corresponding discrete CTRW,
as they are attained when particle velocities decorrelate.
Their evolution, however, depends on the initial velocity
distributions and can be quite different under stationary
and non-stationary conditions.
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The developed approach sheds light on the modeling and understanding of Lagrangian velocity series in
heterogeneous flows, and their evolution under stationary and non-stationary conditions. It provides a bridge
between CTRW based modeling approaches of particle
transport, and stochastic transport approaches that start
from the representation of the Eulerian velocity field,
or the medium structure as spatial random fields. The
developed CTRW is fully characterized in terms of the
Eulerian velocity PDF and the streamwise correlation
length, which allows to predict Lagrangian particle dynamics based on the flow or medium properties.

As the process is homogeneous in n and in t, we have
that Rn0 +m,n0 (t|t0 ) ≡ Rm (t − t0 ). The sum over Rn (t),
R(t) =

p̂(v, t; v 0 , t0 ) = ps (v)ps (v 0 )
0

Zt

Zt

Z
p̂(v, t) =

∞
X

t

dt0

0

(A1)

Z

t
0

p̂(v, t) =

dt
0

∞
X

n=0

(A2)

where we used that tn is independent of vn , and that per
the Dirac-delta, the vn in the indicator function is set
equal to v. We further obtain
Zt

dt0

p̂(v, t) =

∞
X

(A6)

Rn0 +m,n0 (z, z 0 ) = Rm (z − z 0 )Rn0 (z 0 ).

(A7)

We used the stationarity of the conditional PDF discussed above. Thus, we obtain now
p̂(v, t; v 0 , t0 ) = ps (v)ps (v 0 )
0

Zt

Zt

dz 0

dz
t−`c /v

t0 −`c /v 0

∞
∞ X
X
m=0 n0 =0

Zt

0

≡ ps (v)ps (v )

Zt

0

dz

t−`c /v

Rm (z − z 0 )Rn0 (z 0 ),

dz 0 R(z − z 0 )R(z 0 ). (A8)

t0 −`c /v 0

p̂(v, t; v 0 , t0 ) = ps (v)ps (v 0 )×
`Zc /v

0
`Z
c /v

dz 0 R(t − t0 + z 0 − z)R(t0 − z 0 ).

dz
0

(A9)

0

Using now expression (26) gives (30).
hδ(v − vn )ihδ(t0 − tn )i

n=0

t−`c /v

Zt
≡ ps (v)
t−`c /v

dt0

∞
X

Rn (t0 ).

(A3)

n=0

for t > `c /v; Rn (t) is the PDF of tn . As tn is a
Markov process in step number, we have the ChapmanKolmogorov equation for the conditional PDF Rn,n0 (t|t0 )
0

Rn,n0 (z, z 0 ),

n0 =0

Shifting z → t − z and z 0 → t0 − z 0 gives

hδ(v − vn )δ(t0 − tn )i

× I(0 ≤ t − t0 < `c /v),

n=0

t0 −`c /v 0

n=0

where δij denotes the Kronecker-delta. Note that δn,nt ≡
I(tn ≤ t < tn+1 ). Thus, we can write (A1) as

∞ X
∞
X

where Rn,n0 (z, z 0 ) is the joint density of tn and tn0 , which
can be written as

×
hδ(v − vn )δ(t0 − tn )δn,nt i,

dz 0

dz
t−`c /v

The one-point t-Lagrangian velocity PDF (25) can be
expanded as

(A5)

satisfies the integral equation (27).
For the two-point PDF, we obtain in analogy to (A3)
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∞
X

Zt

Rn+1,n0 (t|t ) =
t0

dzψ(t − z)Rn,n0 (z|t0 ).

(A4)

Appendix B: Velocity Statistics for Markov Process
of s-Lagrangian Velocities

The Master equation (47) for R(v, t, s) follows from the
Chapman-Kolmogorov equation (46) in the limit ∆s →
0. In fact, inserting (33b) and (33f) gives
R(v, t, s + ∆s) = exp(−∆s/`c )R(v, t − ∆s/v, s)+
Z∞
[1 − exp(−∆s/`c )]ps (v) dv 0 R(v 0 , t − ∆s/v 0 , s). (B1)
0
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Expanding the left hand right side for small ∆s gives

generate kernel [32]. It can be written as
p̂∗t (v, λ) = g0∗ (v, λ)p0 (v)

∂R(v, t, s)
+ · · · = R(v, t, s)
R(v, t, s) + ∆s
∂s
∆s ∂R(v, t, s) ∆s
−
−
R(v, t, s)+
v
∂t
`c
Z∞
∆s
ps (v) dv 0 R(v 0 , t, s) + . . . ,
`c

+

g0∗ (v, λ)ps (v)

Z∞

dv 0

v0 ∗ 0
p̂ (v , λ).
`c

(B4)

0

where we defined
g0∗ (v, λ) =

(B2)

0

1
.
λ + v/`c

(B5)

The solution of (B4) has the form
where the dots denote higher order contributions in ∆s.
Dividing by ∆s and taking the limit ∆s → 0 gives (47).

p̂∗t (v, λ) = g0∗ (v, λ) [p0 (v) + ps (v)A(v, λ)] .
Inserting the latter into (B4) gives for A(v, λ)

We now derive the solution of Equation (48). To this
end, we perform the Laplace transform, which gives

λp̂∗t (v, λ) = −

v ∗
p̂ (v, λ) + ps (v)
`c t

Z∞

(B6)

A(v, λ) =

ψ0∗ (λ)
1 − ψs∗ (λ)

(B7)

where we defined
dv 0

0

v ∗ 0
p̂ (v , λ). (B3)
`c t

0

ψi∗ (λ)

Z∞
=

dv 0 g0∗ (v 0 , λ)

v0
pi (v)
`c

(B8)

0

This is a Fredholm equation of the second kind with de-

with i = 0, s. Inserting (B7) into (B6) and setting
ps (v) = vpe (v)/hve i gives (49).
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